Strive High Density Stack Chair

Strive embodies comfort, elegance and affordability.

Other high-density chairs don’t stack up to Strive’s level of comfort. Its flex back encourages movement and relaxation. The back curve provides lateral support and the contoured seat dissipates pressure points.

Strive presents a clean, elegant aesthetic. The simple design blends with a wide variety of architectural styles and coordinates with other Strive seating.

Strive redefines value. Made of low cost, readily available materials, it delivers unprecedented comfort to a wide audience.

400 pound weight rating.

Designed by Giancarlo Piretti

Versatile Durability.
Strive works hard in a wide variety of settings. Its durability is proven. An accredited test lab flexed the Strive back one million times—that’s eight times the BIFMA standard. Its versatility makes it perfect for multi-purpose rooms and its array of 19 colors lets it adapt to any interior design. Upholstered seat pads available. Optional tablet arms are ideal for educational settings. Stacks up to 25 high on a dolly (poly seat).

Specifications

W 19-1/2,  D 22-1/4,  H 32-1/2  
Seat: W 17-3/4,  D 18-1/2,  H 17-1/2  
Tablet: W 12,  D 20-1/2  
Tablet clearance: 14-1/2  
Stack 30-high all-poly.  
Stacks 15-high upholstered.

Flex Back  
Slat in the back permit flexing, while thin, hidden steel rods provide support.

Handle  
An integral handle allows for easy lifting, moving and stacking.

Upholstered seat pad  
Upholstered seat pad enhances comfort.

Glides  
Optional ganging glide (shown) or a variety of standard glides allow you to find the best glide for your floor surface.

Learn more about Strive High Density Stack Chair
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